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DEAR READER,
As a company, we often talk about the importance
of innovation and sustainability. But at Caterpillar,
these are more than just the fashionable topics of the
day. They are part of our Code of Conduct, our values
at Caterpillar and we strive to integrate both into
everything we do. In a lot of ways, these goals are
consistent with what has guided us for many years:
providing market leading solutions that enable our
customers to be more efficient, more productive with
significantly reduced environmental impact.
Companies that embrace sustainability and
innovation are on track for success well into the
future. A receent example that comes to mind is the
announcemennt of our partnership with Uptake, an
innovative coompany that develops predictive machine
diagnostics. T
Together, we’ll build the next generation
of Caterpillarr technology services and products so our
customers cann monitor and optimize their fleets more
effectively.

focuses on sustainable practices in Bulgaria, where
the creation of ten voluntary mining standards is
changing how people think about the industry. You’ll
also learn how mobile hose assembly workshops are
making repairs faster and easier while increasing up
time; and a lot more.
I hope you enjoy reading this issue of Cat Magazine
as much as I did. It’s a privilege to preview stories
like these and gain more insight about the incredible
work we do at Caterpillar for our customers.
Nigel Lewis,
Vice President, Caterpillar

And, when it comes to sustainability, this second
issue
sue of Ca
Cat Magazine for 2015 shows how we’re
providing
ovidin amazingly effective solutions to our
customers
ustom that lead to success. Our main story
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BULGARIA

CHANGING
THE
PERCEPTION
OF MINING
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ON-SITE SUCCESS

Back in 1991, and just after the communist regime in Bulgaria ended, a practically unheard
of association was established – the Bulgarian Chamber of Mining and Geology (BCMG).
At the time, the idea behind the chamber was to help Bulgarian mining move forward
and have a positive effect on the industry. Gaining acceptance, however, was difficult.
Making matters worse, mining unions soon announced
a national strike. But, the strike couldn’t have come at a
better time. “About a month after establishing the chamber,
the Vice Prime Minister of the Republic, Mr. Dimitar
Ludzhev, asked me to speak with the mining unions,” said
Prof. Eng. Lachezar Tsotsorkov Ph.D, Chairman of the
BCMG. “We helped end the strike, successfully reached
a compromise and increased salaries.” For the unions,
that was a huge leap ahead. But it also set the stage
for BCMG’s many other efforts in the years to come.
STEADY PROGRESS
Fast-forward about 18 years, and the chamber is taking on its
most bold endeavor yet – the creation of the Bulgarian Mining
and Geology Standard for Sustainable Development. For
simplicity, we’ll call it the Sustainable Mining Standard, which is
a code of conduct based on 10 aspects of sustainable mining.
AN IDEA COMES TO LIFE
The Sustainable Mining Standard was introduced
in 2010 during the International Conference on the
Sustainable Development of the Mining Industry. “We
launched the standard with the idea that the time had
come for this industry to go beyond legal requirements
and continue the path toward sustainable development,”
said Prof. Eng. Lachezar Tsotsorkov Ph.D.
The philosophy is to unite mining companies that want
to commit to common goals and implement the industry’s
best practices. Leading experts in sustainability created
the Sustainable Mining Standard criteria with objectives
that include:
• Lasting economic stability and efficiency
• Innovation and technical progress
• Minimal ecological footprints
• An increase in socially-economic
standards for local communities
• A large reduction in accidents
• Significantly lower pollution, energy
consumption and emission levels
• Increased profits, reserves and wages

THE CODE OF CONDUCT
This effort is a unique and positive statement for the mining
industry in Bulgaria and around the globe. Not only is
adhering to the Sustainable Mining Standard’s 10 aspects
voluntary, each is more rigorous than other regulations.
“In Bulgaria, we have examples of some of the world’s
best mining practices. We want everyone to see that these
companies care about protecting the environment and
that they are committed to these high benchmarks. In an
industry that’s often vilified, it proves we have the will and
the desire to do more for sustainability, society and people’s
expectations,” added Prof. Eng. Lachezar Tsotsorkov Ph.D.
The standard is also the first of its kind in Europe. While
many European countries have some form of principles,
guidelines and best practices in place, only countries
such as Australia and Canada have comprehensive
company evaluations through voluntary standards.
“The aim is to enhance the competitiveness of the companies
involved. In addition, evaluation criteria can be used as a
guide. It provides a clear vision of how companies should
develop and invest to achieve greater resource efficiency and
sustainability,” said Ivan Andreev, BCMG Executive Director.
And, speaking from a Cat® dealer point of view, Eltrak
General Director Plamen Stoichev also commented. “This is
not a competition. If you make something obligatory, you get
resistance. If it’s voluntary, people will be proud to do this. This
standard enhances a company’s reputation while benefitting
their employees, operators and the communities they live in.”

“We launched the standard with the idea that the
time has come for companies in this industry
to go beyond legal requirements and continue
the path toward sustainable development.”
Prof. Eng. Lachezar Tsotsorkov Ph.D, Chairman of the BCMG
Cat Magazine 5
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A TOUGH BUSINESS
The mining industry is often seen as wasteful and
uncaring about environmental damage. The same is
true in Bulgaria. Part of the reason for this is the fact that
ecological organizations are quick to criticize and lash
out at mining operations without knowing all the facts.
The Sustainable Mining Standard was created, in
part, to clearly show that mining companies truly
do care for the environment, climate protection,
energy and biodiversity. It’s through the standard’s
transparent set of requirements that environmental
organizations, government bodies and the public can
see the scope of efforts put toward sustainability.
“There are many misunderstandings about the mining
industry. We also see the purposeful distribution
of untrue information. Our organization BCMG has
excellent examples that follow the world’s best
practices. Through the standard, we see companies
do much more to protect the environment than is
required by law. This voluntary standard has higher
requirements than the state, which shows our
willingness, our desire and our ability to do more,”
said Prof. Eng. Lachezar Tsotsorkov Ph.D.

make a real difference in both mining practices and the
industry’s image, companies must become more open.
“We want people to see the new face of mining. Over
the past 15 years, the Bulgarian mining industry has
made investments of nearly 1 billion BGN (511 million
euros) in the areas of environment, innovation, care for
staff and to raise the standards of local communities,
culture, health care, education and sports.”
In the end, the idea, of course, is not for mining
companies to meet the criteria and move on. Companies
are urged to have long-term plans for sustainable
development that are based on three pillars: economical,
ecological and social responsibility. Numerous Bulgarian
companies are already close to meeting these standards.
Two of Bulgaria’s biggest mining companies, AssarelMedet JSC and Dundee Precious Metals Chelopech,
are the first to complete a detailed verification process
that measures 10 aspects of sustainability. “We look
forward to the many other mining companies that
will join us in taking the lead for sustainable mining,”
Prof. Eng. Lachezar Tsotsorkov Ph.D concluded. ■
Additional details at: www.cat.com

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?
Even with the self-assessment tools and the established
10 standard criteria, Ivan is quick to point out that to

THE SUSTAINABLE MINING STANDARD
Each of the 10 aspects is further broken down into five
levels of compliance. The first, and most basic level is
the implementation of legislative requirements for mining
companies and public commitment to progress. The fifth
level requires mining companies to use the best international
practices and demonstrate exceptional outcomes as a
result of implementing those practices. Certificates of
sustainability are awarded on bronze, silver and gold levels.

1.

Growth and efficiency

2.

Quality and innovation

3.

Health and safety at work

4.

Caring for employees

5.

Partnerships and local community development

6.

Transparency and accountability

7.

Environmental management

8.

Emissions and waste

9.

Biodiversity conservation

10. Energy and climate protection
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DUNDEE PRECIOUS METALS
CHELOPECH

Konstantina Gradeva-Vasileva,
Director Health, Safety, Environment
and Community Relations

“We welcomed, with great interest, the chamber’s initiative back in 2012. We
are convinced that we need to show a new face for mining by investing in safe
production, environmental protection and the development of human resources.
“We are proud to volunteer. We realize that the legal requirements are the
minimum compliance. That’s not good enough for us and we constantly strive
to exceed them. We take responsibility for the health of our employees and the
well being of local communities. That makes us constantly seek improvement
opportunities of all the aspects of our work. The Standard is an excellent tool for
assessment and measurement of progress of mining companies. Sustainable
development is not just a modern word for our company, it’s a modern
management practice that supports the company and increases its value.”

“…evaluation criteria can be
used as a guide. It provides a
clear vision of how companies
should develop and invest
to achieve greater resource
efficiency and sustainability.”
Ivan Andreev, Executive Director and
Managing Board member BCMG

ASSAREL-MEDET JSC OPEN PIT COPPER MINE

Boris Gizdov,
Mine Manager

Assarel-Medet is an open pit mining company that’s known as a pioneer when
it comes to using state-of-the-art equipment and technologies. The company
employs more than 1,600 people and produces 50 percent of Bulgaria’s vital
metal copper. For their achievements, silver certificates were presented to
Assarel-Medet and Dundee Precious Metals during the third European Mining
Business Forum in Plovdiv in 2014. This is the largest and most reputable
industry event, attracting mining industry representatives from across Europe.
As part of the standard, Bulgarian mining company Assarel-Medet
earned 86 out of a possible 100 points for their self-assessment. An
independent, accredited auditor verified the results, which is part of all
self-assessments. Notably, the company earned 10 out of 10 points for
quality and innovation, health and safety, employee care, partnerships and
local community development as well as environmental management.

ELTRAK CAT DEALER

Plamen Stoichev,
General Director

“It’s not just mining companies that are stepping up
to the plate. The efficiency of the machines working
the mines also plays a role. Even though we are not
directly involved with the standard or its criteria, Cat
machines are what perform most of the work at mines
like Assarel-Medet and Dundee Precious Metals.
“I like to think we are contributing to sustainability. Cat machines
are top performers when it comes to up time, technology, fuel
efficiency, emission controls and safety. All that contributes
to sustainability and helps these mines meet the Sustainable
Mining Standard’s 10 criteria. Eltrak is 100 percent behind
its customers – especially when it comes to sustainability.”
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Real World
Results
LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGY

When it comes to operating and managing
equipment and production, technology is
playing a bigger role than ever. And while
customers understand the benefits technology
can deliver, selecting the appropriate products
and reporting tools can be challenging.

That’s why Caterpillar is introducing Cat® Connect
Solutions – a new marketing framework that simplifies and
clarifies how technology can increase safety, efficiency
and profitability. Cat Connect Solutions brings technology
and services together in solution sets. Each solution set
is defined in simple terms and by customer value. For this
article, we’ll cover two of the five solutions sets in detail.
“What we’ve done with Cat Connect Solutions is made it
easier to navigate our range of technological capabilities
so customers can save money, increase productivity
and improve safety. Customers can get in on any level,
experiment and change or grow as needed,” said Kjeld
Jespersen, EAME Technology Marketing Manager.
EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS:
MONITORING TO MANAGE COSTS
Equipment Management Solutions (EMSolutions) helps
manage assets and lower operating costs. “Using these

diagnostic, analytic and reporting tools and working with
their Cat dealer, operators and owners can gain insight
about enhancing machine availability and use while
managing maintenance and equipment life,” said Kjeld.
When connected through Product Link™, and its user-friendly
web interface, VisionLink®, it’s easy to see whether machines are
being used efficiently and effectively and to answer questions like:
• “What’s work time vs. idling time?”
• “How much fuel is being consumed?”
• “Would it be better to re-assign machines
to other tasks or work sites?”
KNOWING THE ANSWERS CAN ADD UP TO
SIGNIFICANT SAVINGS IN TIME AND MONEY.
“Say the idle time for your fleet shows 40% on average,”
says Kjeld. “The machine is accumulating hours and
consuming expensive fuel, yet producing no results. This
affects maintenance schedules and can lower resale value.

WITH CAT® CONNECT SOLUTIONS,
FIVE FLEXIBLE SOLUTION SETS GIVE
CUSTOMERS JOBSITE CONTROL
Equipment Management Solutions help you
increase uptime and lower operating costs by
tracking equipment location, health, utilization and
fuel consumption for a comprehensive overview
of all assets from anywhere in the world.
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EQUIPMENT
MANAGEMENT

PRODUCTIVITY

SAFETY

Cat Connect Solutions gives customers the visibility to see
these kinds of issues, the ability to correct them and, as a
result, save time and money while increasing production.”
PRODUCTIVITY SOLUTIONS: REALTIME CONTROL AND FEEDBACK
The name says it all when it comes to the Productivity Solutions
set. By monitoring loads, cycles, payload, volumes and
controlling grade and compaction, customers can gain the
efficiency they need to reach production and business goals.
A primary Productivity Solution is the AccuGrade™ Grade
Control System. It combines digital data, in-cab operator
guidance features and automatic blade controls to help
maintain a consistent grade, all while increasing productivity.

SUSTAINABILITY

COMMAND

with Cat Connect Solutions, they have everything needed
to give construction customers the competitive edge.
Occasionally, even with the best equipment, machines and
related technology products require repair. Cat dealers
are the single contact for support in partnership with the
SITECH™ distribution network – a unique joint venture
between Trimble® and Caterpillar. So wherever customers
have a Cat dealer, they have a SITECH dealer as well.
“With the Cat dealer network, our customers have a single point
of contact that can provide all the training and support needed to
get the most out of Cat Connect Solutions,” concluded Kjeld. ■
Additional details at: www.cat.com

Cat Grade Control, another Productivity Solution, comes fully
integrated into machines from the factory. It helps both new and
experienced machine operators deliver dramatic improvements
in grading efficiency over a wide range of applications. Ready
and easy-to-use, Cat Grade Control helps customers make
significant savings on material, fuel, personnel and time.
PEOPLE PUTTING TECHNOLOGY TO WORK
Cat Connect Solutions is more than just technology. It’s
the people behind the technology that make Caterpillar a
leader and help customers succeed. Cat dealer expertise,
product support and services are unmatched – and so
is the commitment to helping customers take advantage
of technology solutions to get results. Cat dealers know
equipment and have extensive jobsite experience. And, now

Productivity Solutions monitor production and increase
jobsite efficiency using construction technologies that
provide real-time feedback for improved performance.

Command Solutions improve safety and efficiency in
harsh or challenging environment by applying remote
control, semi-autonomous and autonomous technologies.

Safety Solutions increase jobsite awareness in
areas of limited visibility by providing proximity
detection of equipment and personnel.
Sustainability Solutions reduce environmental
impact and simplify compliance reporting.
Cat Magazine 9

INNOVATION IN MOTION

POWER

WITHOUT
,
THERE IS NO PRODUCTIVITY
That’s where the new line of Cat® Compact International Diesel Generator Sets comes in.
With power available from 6.8 to 220 kVA, these generators are engineered to deliver
clean, dependable and economical power – even in the most demanding conditions.

A POWERFUL SHOW
Earlier this year, Caterpillar launched the Cat Compact
range at the Middle East Electricity (MEE) show. Held
March 2 - 4, 2015 at the Dubai World Trade Centre, the
MEE is the single most important and largest power
and energy products trade show in the region.
With more than 60,000 square meters of space, it’s an ideal
showcase for technologies from the power, lighting, nuclear,
new and renewable energy sectors. This year, the show
attracted 1,500 industry professionals from 100 countries.
“We as a dealer have always used this event as an opportunity
to present new Cat power products and capabilities. This
show attracts a very specific profile of our target markets
in the GCC region. It’s an ideal platform for creating new
product awareness and leads that translate into sales,”
said Mohamed El-Kaddour, General Manager, Power
Systems Division at Mohamed Abdulrahman Al-Bahar, Cat
dealer for UAE, Qatar, Kuwait, Oman and Bahrein.

REDUCED SOUND, ENHANCED PROTECTION
Keeping your gen set safe from the elements and on-site hazards can help increase its longevity.
Cat offers a selection of weather-protective and sound-diminishing enclosures for the entire range.
Each Level I and Level II enclosure is manufactured using corrosion-resistant components plus a scratch- and
rust-resistant powder coated finish. Noise absorbent materials help Cat generator enclosures significantly reduce noise.
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INDUSTRY-LEADING ENGINES AND COMPONENTS
At the heart of each gen set is a famously reliable Cat engine
(C1.1 to the C7.1). Built to provide fuel efficiency and a long
life, they are surprisingly quiet. Adding to dependability are
high-capacity, maintenance-free batteries and heavy-duty
interconnecting cables for minimal service requirements
and reliable starting. And, when it comes to safety and
compliance, heavy-gauge steel guards protect components
while optional exhaust manifold and turbocharger guards
can be added for safety and to meet local requirements.
“These units can be installed on a more permanent
basis, but can also be mobile. Specific models meet the
European Stage III emissions requirements and there
are different electrical connection types, circuit breakers
and circuits available,” said Markus Leppänen, Segment
Manager Power Systems at Witraktor Finland.

YOU’RE IN CONTROL
There are two control panels available for Cat compact gen sets
– the EMCP4.1 and the EMCP4.2. The EMCP4.1 provides AC
metering and protective relaying as well as engine and generator
control and monitoring. The EMCP4.2 offers the same, plus
optional instrumentation, shutdowns, alarms and a state-of-theart communication system for remote monitoring and control
through which up to eight generator sets can be managed.
Today, society is becoming more and more dependent
on electricity, whether that’s for simply charging a mobile
phone or for power that runs work-critical components on
a worksite. “If there’s a power outage, work on-site can
come to a halt, which means no productivity. This is why
it’s critical to have a dependable power source like one of
the new Cat gen sets on site,” Markus concluded. ■
Additional details at: www.cat.com

Anchored below the generator assembly are vibration isolators
and a tank base. Rubber padded mounts minimize vibrations
during operation and sturdy lifting and mounting points make
installation easy. The welded tank base comes standard. A dual
wall tank base is also available, as Markus describes; “On the
smaller units we have an extended capacity dual-wall fuel tank
that can allow for a 36-hour running time at 75 percent load. On
the larger units we have a 12-hour run time at 75 percent load.”

Cat Magazine 11

INNOVATIONS IN MOTION

CAT ® WELCOMES AN ARRAY
OF NEW PRODUCTS
WE’VE PROVIDED AN OVERVIEW WITH FEATURES
AND SPECIFICATIONS ON THE FOLLOWING PAGE.

The designers and engineers at Caterpillar have
been hard at work building new equipment and
machines for the Cat line of products. Here we
feature everything from general duty tips to the
latest Cat® mining shovel, the massive 6020B.
Additional details at: www.cat.com
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The F2 Series is designed and built for the ever-evolving
market. There is an all-new operator environment,
industry-leading technology and an emissions control
package that meets EU Stage IV regulations. These
featur
features, and more, also help contribute to excellent
with no loss in productivity.
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You
Y
ou a
asked for more durable general duty tips,
you got tthem. Cat Metallurgy has created a new
alloy
able to withstand high abrasion. The
ll that’s
th
tips also come at affordable price points in the range
of Cat side pin tips to match customer environments and applications. Ideal for small- to medium-sized excavators and
wheel loaders, the new Cat general duty tips mean fewer change-outs, less machine idle time and more productivity.
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MATERIAL HANDL
LER
ERS
S

The MH3037 is the first material handler built
at Caterpillar’s Larne facility and is slated
lated
for availability in early September 2015..

The MH3022, MH3024 were built on the solid reputation
on off
their predecessors and include many of their best features,
tures,
such as Cat Smartboom™, load-sensing hydraulics and a
dedicated swing pump. Both were introduced in the fourth
quarter of 2014 and became available in April 2015.

MIINI
M
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G

The 6020B marks the first hydraulic mining shovel
introduced by Caterpillar in over a decade. It’s a brand
new design that’s built from the ground up. Customer
input drove the build requirements of the 6020B. Every
detail throughout the machine’s development is a result of
hundreds of customer responses that address three common
hundr
requests – a machine that is safe, simple and reliable.
reque
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Caterpillar designed the 994K to bring a bigger,
igger,
better loader to the market, mainly for the global
lobal
mining industry. Like the Cat 6020B mining shovel,
the design and features of the 994K were driven
by our customers. The new 994K has a 29 percent
increase in payload and a 19 percent increase in
power over the previous model, the 994H. It’s an
ideal truck pass match for the Cat 793 and has
an economy mode to reduce fuel consumption.
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BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
PRODUCTS
The F2 Series is ideal for small contractor
and rental businesses. Incorporated in
these machines are several improvements
over the previous series as well as firstrate features and components:
• Excellent fuel economy, power,
hydraulics, performance
• ECO Mode for advanced power management
system (not available on the 427F2)
• A completely redesigned cab
for operator comfort
• Lower noise levels, from 80 dBA to 74 dBA
• New, infinitely adjustable hoe control pods,
including forward, backward and in-and-out
• Several ‘auto’ functions, unrivalled build
quality and class leading serviceability

MATERIAL HANDLERS
One of the most notable improvements to the MH3000 line is the Cat C7.1
ACERT Stage IV engine that produces up to 168 kW (225 hp).

GENERAL DUTY TIPS
Cat general duty tips are
available in three shapes:
• Penetration Plus, resists blunting
and is self-sharpening for enhanced
penetration in compact materials
• Heavy Duty Long, for larger machines and
strength in high abrasion environments
• Long, versatile and well balanced
for strength, penetration and life
These new tips are fitted using the
same popular side-pin method, a classic
horizontal retention system, which was
created by Caterpillar in the 1950s.

The MH3037 has all of the features as
the MH3022 and MH3024 plus:
• A short front stick configuration that provides
a 14.4 m (47ʹ 4ʺ) horizontal reach and
a 16.4 m (53ʹ 4ʺ) vertical pin height
• Cat Product Link™ to help take the
guesswork out of asset management
• Ground-level cab access through which
the cab can be in front, behind or to the
side. The riser can reach 5.5 m (18ʹ 0ʺ) in
approximately eight seconds and return
to the ground in about 10 seconds

Other MH3022 and MH3024
improvements include:
• Improved response time,
efficiency and precision
• Ground-level access for easy maintenance
• A redesigned hydraulic system that
works with the new engine to reduce
fuel consumption by up to 10 percent
• A redesigned cab
• Side and rear cameras
• A debris-resistant cooling system
• Joystick operation
• Added LED lighting for safety,
operator confidence
• A wide choice of front linkages, work
tools, guards and undercarriages

MINING
The 6020B provides the simplicity desired
from a 200 metric ton size class shovel,
with modern design features that set it
apart from the competition, including:
• A state-of-the-art operator’s cab with
patent-pending three-seat design for
improved training capabilities
• Class-leading visibility via large front and
side windshields and a floor window
• Industry-leading efficiency through advanced
hydraulics that feature patent-pending
dedicated pump flow allocation technology
• A spacious walk-through power
module for easy serviceability
and component accessibility
• Modular design for fast field assembly
• An independent oil cooling system
means optimal component life

Compared to the competition’s similar
machine, the Cat 944K has a 25 percent
higher straight tipping load and 23 percent
higher full-turn tipping load plus:
• An increased payload: 40.5 tonnes/45 tons
(standard), 38 tonnes/42 tons (high lift)
• 24-hour fuel capability
• Improved stability
• Modular design for assembly and service
• A 45-degree stairway angle
• Tertiary egress
• Fast fill fuel system
• Longer engine oil change intervals
• Sound suppression
• Ground level filtration
• Joystick implement control
• Improved visibility
• ‘MineStar ready’, able to utilize Health,
Fleet, Terrain, and Detect capability sets

FORWARD THINKING

INSPECT your machine
like an EXPERT
When it comes to machine health, operators are the first line
of defense. They are the ones working the machines day
and night. So at Cat® Magazine, we thought it was important
to illustrate the importance of daily inspections and how
they can significantly decrease unexpected downtime.

For expert analysis, we spoke with Jeff Payne,
a 33-year machine inspection veteran and Fleet
Monitoring Center Implementation Manager.
“The biggest thing for me is to uncover small issues
before they become large, expensive problems
that waste a great deal of time and money. No one
wants unproductive machines on site that are in the
repair shop,” said Jeff. “For example, if a cylinder is
leaking oil, not only is it bad for the environment, but
as you cycle that cylinder, dirt and dust are pulled
back through. Soon that will contaminate your whole
hydraulic system. Now, instead of a simple repair, it
becomes a complete hydraulic system flush and there
is potential damage to multiple system components.”

“This app is great. Operators can have the
appropriate check list right in front of them so they
can mark things off or call attention to certain areas
as they go through inspections. We use a stoplight
way of looking at things. That simply means a
green response if it’s ok to move on. Yellow means
the operator has identified a problem, but that
it’s something that can be scheduled for the next
maintenance interval. A red mark means a particular
area needs immediate attention, something that would
damage the machine if operation were to continue
or something that’s a safety concern,” said Jeff.

“I want to know what the
machine is saying, and
I use a lot of my senses
when I do an inspection.
I am looking, listening
and smelling, but I stop
short of tasting.”
Jeff Payne, machine
inspection veteran and
Fleet Monitoring Center
Implementation Manager

Customers and operators should be on the
look for Cat Inspect later this year. The app
will even connect with VisionLink®.

As you can imagine, with 33 years in the industry,
Jeff has a wealth of information when it comes
to machine inspections and safety. We’ve
summarized much of it here. And, he also gave
us a sneak peek at the new Cat Inspect app.
NEW INSPECTION TOOL COMING SOON
Caterpillar is busy finalizing a new app for
machine inspections. It’s called Cat Inspect.
With it, operators will be able to use mobile
devices like tablets and smart phones to take
pictures and add text during inspections.

The Cat Inspect
App will be available
later this year.
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FLUIDS:
Fluid level check: this includes fuel,
oil, coolant and hydraulic fluid. Low
fluid levels can damage machines.

THREE INSPECTION TYPES:
DAILY INSPECTIONS
Before each shift, should take about
10 to 15 minutes. This includes
checking the fluids and a fourcorner inspection and greasing.

THE FOUR-CORNER
INSPECTION:
Check the electrical
system, especially for
rubbing or loose wires.

A TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 1 (TA-1)
BETWEEN 250-500 HOURS SERVICE
A more in-depth visual inspection,
which takes 30 minutes to an hour
and includes Lower, Mid, Upper and
Implements and attachments. Spend
more time than a daily and really
look the machine over thoroughly.
THE TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 2 (TA-2)
AT EVERY 2,000 HOURS
A very in-depth analysis that
requires specialized tools and a
skilled inspection person to check
areas such as cycle times, system
pressures and engine power. A
TA-2 gets your machine adjusted
back to peak operating condition.

WHAT IS YOUR MACHINE
TELLING YOU?
• Operators should also listen
to the engine for noises like
rattling or thumping
• Look and see if the exhaust
system is producing white,
blue, black or grey smoke
• Operators typically don’t notice
reduced power until their machine
has lost about 20 percent efficiency,
usually in the hydraulic system.

Additional details at: www.cat.com
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FLUIDS:
FL
LUID
UIDS:
Make sure there are no puddles
of fluid under the machine.

FORWARD THINKING

THE FOUR-CORNER INSPECTION:
Check cylinders and hoses for
leaks, rubs or abrasions.

THE FOUR-CORNER INSPECTION:
Look for anything that might be
loose, bent, damaged or cracked.

THE FOUR-C
TH
FOUR-CORNER
CORNE
ER IN
INS
INSPECTION:
SPECTION:
FLUIDS:
FLUI
FL
UIDS
DS:
S

Inspect cutting edges,
teeth and adapters.

Everything that requires grease should be
greased every 10 hours – or once per shift.
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CAT AUTO-CONNECT COUPLER FOR FAST TOOL CHANGES
Caterpillar’s Auto-Connect is a fully automatic quick coupler that saves
time with every tool change. Fast, fail-safe connections can be made
right from the cab! The unique design eliminates oil spills and avoids
XQSODQQHGGRZQWLPH%HWWHUSHUIRUPDQFH*UHDWHUHIƂFLHQF\
Absolute reliability. It’s how we’re built.
Contact us today to learn more.
www.jalladgroup.com

IF YOU’VE GOT
A JOB TO DO,
WE’VE GOT THE
TOOL TO DO IT

© 2014 Caterpillar. All Rights Reserved. CAT, CATERPILLAR, their respective logos, “Caterpillar Yellow”, the “Power Edge” trade dress as well as corporate and product identity used herein, are trademarks of Caterpillar and may not be used
without permission.
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SPOTLIGHTS
The beach at Caminho Niemeyer
Square in Niterói, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

BUILDING THE WORLD’S TALLEST SAND CASTLE
Imagine you’re at the beach building a sand castle.
Suddenly, two Cat® hydraulic excavators, a wheel loader,
a track-type tractor, a vibratory soil compactor and two
mini excavators claim the spot next to you. They’re
no match for a small plastic shovel and bucket.

Height of 12.59
meters

734 cubic meters
of quarry sand

That’s not exactly how it happened for the latest Built For It™
Trials, a series of Caterpillar short films. However, “Sand Castle”
captures the action as this small fleet takes over the beach.
Beginning October 28, 2014, over 15 days, seven
machine operators and seven sculptors carefully built
a towering work of art by transforming quarry sand
and water into the world’s tallest sand castle.

49 loads
of sand
Confirmed as a new world
record by an official Guinness
World Record adjudicator

You can see the video here: http://youtu.be/ztbvSzH3FoE

SURVEY In the last issue of Cat Magazine, we included a
survey asking you to help us shape and guide the magazine into
one that has the most appeal. Here are some of the results:

52%

48% Single copies of Cat
Magazine are read by
three to four people
52 percent of time

40
24
27
65

percent of respondents would like Cat
Magazine to be published more often.
percent of respondents want Cat Magazine to be
available as a printed magazine and online.
percent of respondents would like to read
more about new technologies.
percent of respondents have learned about an article’s
topic for the first time when reading Cat Magazine.

Cat Magazine is available as printed, online and as app.

PHOTO CONTEST
The results of the Cat Magazine photo
contest are in. Choosing the top three
was difficult, but here they are.
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GENUINE PARTS,
NOT PART GENUINE

www.jalladgroup.com

PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT AND ENSURE OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE RELIABLITY
BY USING ONLY FILTERS BUILT TO THE EXACTING STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS
OF CAT MACHINES—ASK ABOUT GENUINE CAT FILTERS TODAY!
®
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